Fifty-three coalitions responded to an RSP survey regarding funding sources, conducted 2011-2014. 53 coalitions receive the state/territory coalition grant, 33 receive VAWA-STOP grants, 13 receive VAWA-LAV funds, 41 receive VAWA-SASP funds, and 15 identified receiving other VAWA funds such as Engaging Men in Prevention, Rural Grants, and Transitional Housing. Coalitions also receive monies from the Centers For Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), with 36 receiving Rape Prevention Education (RPE) funds, one receiving CDC-Delta funds, and 20 receiving Preventative Health and Health Services Block Grant (PHHSBG). 19 coalitions reported receiving Victims of Crime Act Funds (VOCA). Note that this survey was completed before the recent expansion of VOCA funds, and it is likely that more coalitions receive VOCA funds than during the years of data collection.

Of the coalitions responding, 20 receive funding through a state line item. Seventeen coalitions also reported they receive other state funding from various sources, including victim assistance, criminal justice departments, injury prevention, health departments, training and technical assistance, state surcharges, and pass through funds administration fees. Membership dues provide funding for 42 coalitions. Thirty coalitions receive private or foundation grants to fund their activities. The other category includes funds for trainings, fees, contributions, and fundraising.
In 1999, 93% of coalitions reported receiving federal funding in addition to VAWA (51 of 55). 48% (27 of 55) indicated they received state and local government assistance. Of coalitions that received state funds, 41% of those were funded through a state budget line item. 87% of coalitions reported they received funding that was not generated through a federal or state source (46 of 54).

The 2006 Survey provided more detailed information on federal funding beyond the VAWA coalition set aside: 67% had VAWA STOP Grants (33 of 49); 25% had VAWA-LAV funds (12 of 49); 20% had other VAWA grants (10 of 49); 31% received CDC-PHHSBG grants (15 of 49); 60% had CDC-RPE grants (34 of 49); and 36% had VOCA grants (16 of 49). In addition, six coalitions also received funding through other federal grants, including an Office for Victims of Crime Discretionary grant, grants from the Department of Health and Human Services, an AmeriCorps grant, and Byrne grants. 31% of coalitions were funded through a state budget line item (15 of 49) and 33% received other state funding (16 of 49). 82% of coalitions reported receiving funding through membership dues (40 of 49). 57% received private or foundation grants (28 of 49).